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Abstract—In this study we survey the method for fast finding a minimum link path between two arbitrary points within a simple polygon, which can pass only through the vertices, with preprocessing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relevance of the problem. Nowadays there are a lot of problems, which are related to the shortest paths finding. Algorithms for finding optimal paths, which use the Euclidean metric, are applied almost in all computer games. Link-distance metric is used in robotics, when rotation is much more expensive compared with motion itself. Link-distance metric without using of Steiner points is used in problems, which are related to transmitting straight wireless signals, where it is necessary to have opportunity to define quickly, how to transmit a signal from one point of area to another using the least number of transmitters.

Analysis of the latest researches. For objectives of link-distance metric in a simple polygon a concept of window turns out to be very useful [1]. This structure is explained better by using the idea of visibility. All points that are directly visible from the point s have distance 1. We call this set V1. The boundaries between visible points and invisible points we denote as a window. Points from P \ V1, which are visible from any point from the window V1, have distance 2. Repetition of this construction will give all windows partition of polygon.

For a fixed point s data structure "windows tree" [1] makes it possible to do search using O(log N) time and O(N) of memory. When both of points are set by request, was proposed data structure by Arkin, Mitchell and Suri [2] that allows to do search for O(log N), but requires O(N^3) time and O(N^3) of memory for preprocessing. In a paper of W. McAveney it is proposed the algorithm that operates for O(E(n)α(n) log^2 n) [3].

Novelty and idea. Unfortunately, a prohibition to the use Steiner points don't allow to use windows partition to find the shortest link path. In this paper we consider a more complicated partition of polygon into visible regions, the point localization in these regions and fast finding of the shortest path between the regions.

II. CONSTRUCTING THE ALGORITHM

Problem. Given a simple polygon P and a pair of points s, t ∈ P. Find minimal link path within P from s to t without using Steiner points, Figure 1.

A. Search without preprocessing

The problem of finding the minimum link path without using Steiner points is reduced to the problem of searching in the visibility graph of a polygon. To do this, at first you need to check points on the direct visibility for O(N), reconsidering the intersection of link segment with polygon sides. If it is no intersection, the shortest path is 1. Otherwise, you need to build a visibility graph for vertices (O(E), [4]), find the visible vertices from the points s and t (O(N), [5]), find the tree of minimum paths from the vertex s by searching in width (O(E), [6]) and reviewing all visible vertices of the polygon from t find that one, the distance from s to which is the smallest.

In general, the algorithm takes O(E) time and memory.

B. Search with preprocessing (algorithm of visible regions)

For fast request realization of the shortest path it is necessary to include a construction of the tree of minimal paths to the preprocessing. To do this, we divide a polygon into the visibility regions, Figure 2.

Definition. A visibility region of a polygon is a such its part, that for all points from this part the set of visible vertices will be the same.

Preprocessing algorithm. At first we build visibility graph for vertices (O(E), [4]). Then we build a convex hull of our polygon according the Lee algorithm and register it as a knot of the regions tree (O(N), [7]). Find a list of all windows that form all vertices of the polygon (O(N^2), [1]). Add to
this list the initial polygon sides. All segments in the list will be stored in such a way that from the left side of the segment will be visible part, and from the right side - invisible. Let \( S \) be a number of segments.

Then randomly we will add these vertices to the regions tree in the following way: insert the segment into the knot of the regions tree. If a vertex is a leaf node, then we cut the segment into 2 regions and register formed parts into the proper successors of this vertex, and segment – as cut off line of this vertex. Otherwise, we check the position of the segment comparatively the cut off line in the vertex. If there isn’t any intersection, we continue to search in that subtree, in which is the segment. If there is intersection, we divide a segment into 2 parts and insert these parts in the appropriate subtrees.

Let suppose the contrary and then there are two regions (blue-green), the visibility of request (orange) and the numbers \( N,S,R \) manually after pretreatment of a polygon.

### III. JUSTIFICATION OF CORRECTNESS AND COMPLEXITY

**Lemma 1.** Let \( S \) is a number of segments and \( R \) is the total number of obtained regions, then following statements take place:

1) All regions are convex.
2) \( S < N(N-1) \).
3) \( R \leq \frac{(S+1)S}{2} + 1 \)

**Proof:**

1). Initially a convex hull of a polygon is in the tree, and so a convex set. By induction we have that at each step we will cut a convex set with a line, and so we get convex sets too.

2). The window is assigned by two vertices of a polygon.

3). At first there is one region. \( (i+1)- \) cut off segment, which we add, cannot intersect more than \( i \) segments (lines), that have been already added, thus it forms no more than \( i+1 \) new regions. So \( R \leq 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} i \leq \frac{(S+1)S}{2} + 1 \).

**Lemma 2.** The same set of vertices can be seen from all points of visibility region.

**Proof:** Let suppose the contrary and then there are two points, one of which sees the vertex \( V \), and another doesn’t see. But then between them must be either a window, or a polygon side, that would have divided region into two parts.

**An average estimation.** For random polygons \( R \sim N^2 \).

The total complexity of the algorithm. The algorithm requires \( O\left(RN^2\right) \) time and \( O\left(RN\right) \) memory for preprocessing and \( O\left(\log R + N\right) \) time on a request. Complicated algorithm requires \( O\left(R^2N\right) \) time and \( O\left(R^2\right) \) memory for preprocessing and \( O\left(\log R\right) \) time on a request. Withdrawal of the minimum path is executed for \( O\left(W\right) \), where \( W \)- its length.

### IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The program is designed in Delphi 7 and does not require an installation of any additional modules, figure 4.

**Input.** Polygon inputting is implemented either manually (mouse), or is loaded from a file. Request points are entered manually after pretreatment of a polygon.

**Output.** On the screen are displayed a polygon itself (black), path (orange) and the numbers \( N,S,R \) and \( W \). The program also allows you to display additional information such as the partition on the regions (blue-green), the visibility of request points (black) and localization of points in regions (red).

**Main functions.** Generation of partition on the regions, regions insertion in the tree and a point localization in the tree.
In this paper we consider algorithms for finding the minimum link path in a polygon without using Steiner points. Forbidding to use additional points reduce problem to the search in visibility graph, for which there is no faster algorithms than common for unweighted graphs [8].

In the program implementation not all functions are made for the optimal time, because it does not affect the overall complexity of the algorithm, and is not the purpose of this work. As an improvement of a preprocessing algorithm we can suggest an ordered construction of trees of minimal paths for visibility regions. It is necessary to build a planar graph of regions connections where two regions are connected if they have a common edge. Then we organize regions by the number of visible vertices and we build trees in order in a following way. If there is no neighbors with defined tree of minimal paths in the region, we define a tree in the usual way. If there is a neighboring region, and a common edge does not change the set of visible vertices (i.e. not a window, but an extension of it), we record a tree of minimal paths that has been already found for neighbor. If it changes the set of visible vertices, it means in this region can be seen on a one vertex of polygon more (because we order by the number of visible vertices, so in this will be more). Updating of tree for a neighboring region by adding a new vertex can be done in linear time by simply watching all the paths and optimizing them if the path from added vertex is shorter (with a map of minimum path for vertices it can be done with constant time). Thus time complexity of preprocessing in a simple algorithm will be improved from \( O(RN^2) \) to \( O(RN) \), and in the complicated algorithm from \( O(R^2N) \) to \( O(R^2) \). As an improvement of a searching algorithm remains an open problem of construction of balanced tree of visibility regions without increasing the number of these regions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we consider algorithms for finding the minimum link path in a polygon without using Steiner points. Forbidding to use additional points reduce problem to the search in visibility graph, for which there is no faster algorithms than common for unweighted graphs [8].

In the program implementation not all functions are made for the optimal time, because it does not affect the overall complexity of the algorithm, and is not the purpose of this work. As an improvement of a preprocessing algorithm we can suggest an ordered construction of trees of minimal paths for visibility regions. It is necessary to build a planar graph of regions connections where two regions are connected if they have a common edge. Then we organize regions by the number of visible vertices and we build trees in order in a following way. If there is no neighbors with defined tree of minimal paths in the region, we define a tree in the usual way. If there is a neighboring region, and a common edge does not change the set of visible vertices (i.e. not a window, but an extension of it), we record a tree of minimal paths that has been already found for neighbor. If it changes the set of visible vertices, it means in this region can be seen on a one vertex of polygon more (because we order by the number of visible vertices, so in this will be more). Updating of tree for a neighboring region by adding a new vertex can be done in linear time by simply watching all the paths and optimizing them if the path from added vertex is shorter (with a map of minimum path for vertices it can be done with constant time). Thus time complexity of preprocessing in a simple algorithm will be improved from \( O(RN^2) \) to \( O(RN) \), and in the complicated algorithm from \( O(R^2N) \) to \( O(R^2) \). As an improvement of a searching algorithm remains an open problem of construction of balanced tree of visibility regions without increasing the number of these regions.
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